“COMMODITY TRADING JOBS: FOCUS ON ENERGY”

SPEAKERS

1. Trading
   Jean-Mathieu Sternberg

2. Freight
   Philippe Evrard

3. Operations
   Amélie de La Ville
   Tota Total Oil Trading S.A

4. Middle office
   François Apotheker

5. Finance 1st part
   Guillaume de La Ville

6. Finance 2nd part
   Jérôme Schurink
   Gunvor S.A

7. Risk Management
   Kikka Harrison
   Sahara Energy International

8. Market analysis
   Nicolas Tirilly
   Gunvor S.A

9. Business Development
   Ludwig Hachfeld
   Socar Trading S.A.

10. Legal
    Ann Shazell
    Cargill International S.A

11. Human Resources
    Oleg Romanovskiy
    LITASCO S.A

MODERATOR

Mrs. Stephanie Trabia
Consultant Energy Markets

“Presentation of the various jobs and career opportunities in energy trading companies”

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2ND 2012

SCHEDULE

6.30 PM – 9 PM

FOLLOWED BY A COCKTAIL PARTY

LOCATION

UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA UNIMAIL - ROOM MR 380

40 BLV DU PONT-D’ARVE - 1205 GENEVA

CONTACT DETAILS - INFO

CTA GENEVA

11, Rue du Mont-Blanc

PoB 1423 - 1211 Geneva 1

tradingunige@gmail.com

www.cta-geneva.gtsa.ch